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CoWorking

The design of ideas needs space and a quiet atmosphere. Our CoWorking offer offers you
an aequipped place to work in every phase of the foundation. We peovide you with attractive individual
offices for the way to your own company. 

Spacious individual offices
During the transition from seed to startup phase you can move to individual offices, the so-called
co-working rooms. There you will find an undisturbed working atmosphere with your team and also
have the opportunity to store materials safely. This way you have enough space for new ideas and you
can speak in an undisturbed way about further steps.  

External offers
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If your foundations is more in the field of creativ industries the „Forum Gestaltung“ offers
various individual offices in the size of 35 to 85 m². A large communal kitchen and the green
courtyard invide you to interact and inspire each other. In addition there are regularly informative
events on creative topics for alll tenants. 

More information can be found at http://kreativzentrum-magdeburg.de/.

The communication agency MDKK offers open friendly premises centrally located on the Shleinofer
and is particularly looking for programmers and developers, with emphasis in the area of app
development. The agency offers special conditions for the spinn-offs of the OVGU (1 month rent-free
for longer rentals with W-LAN incl.).

More inforamtion can be found at https://www.mdkk.de/co-working/

Elbtalent offers workplaces, conference and meeting rooms for those who want to realize their ideas.
Be creative in a relaxed atmosphere and green location in Stadtfeld Ost. In the flexible rates,
the kitchen can be used and there are storage facilities available.  

More inforamtion can be found at https://www.elbtalent.de/ 
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In the coworking cpace in the artist's cartel there is not only workplaces but also fast internet for
effective work. There is also the option of unlimited tea and coffee and a private locker, depending on
the fare.

More inforamtion can be found at http://kuenstlerkartell.de/preise/ 

News from our startups

25.06.2019
Trenux makes 2nd place of the BESTFORM-Awards

06.03.2019
Embever wins at the DB Mindbox

21.01.2019
neotiv is a lighthouse in the east

04.12.2018
Cooperation between neotiv and DZNE

more...

Contact

Contact person CoWorking
Gerald Brüser
Phone.: +49 391 - 54 48 61 92 56
Email: gerald.brueser@ovgu.de

Participation in the project TUGZ-Impuls! is done by submitting all necessary participant documents.
Contact your founding consultant or write an email to tugz@ovgu.de for further information.
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